Facets of Sparkling Stainless Steel

Salem Steel Plant has pioneered in producing variety of specially designed finishes as required by the customers on stainless steel surface. The specially designed finishes find application in the following areas:

- Cladding of building facades.
- Cladding of walls columns of various shapes in the buildings.
- Cladding of roofs.
- False ceiling.
- Interior & Exterior paneling of buses.
- Interior paneling of passenger (EMU) Rail coaches.
- Flooring of Rail Coaches.
- Paneling of elevators.
- Laminate industries (Mirror Finish).
- Reflectors (Mirror Finish).
- Racks & Cabinets in Electrical control room.
- Kitchen Sinks and other appliances.
- Stair Case Flooring.
- Swimming Pools.
- Door Frames & Shutters.
- Partitions and host of other applications.

Salem Steel Produces the various finishes displayed here for the above applications.
In addition Salem Steel Plant can also produce various designed finishes as required by the customers on mutual agreement.

Product Application and Development Department located in Salem Steel Plant would be glad to provide you all the necessary input for the use of various designed finishes.
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